EXTENSION OF A RESULT OF DIEUDONNfi1
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Abstract.
Dieudonne' showed that there exists a normal (countably) compact uniform 7Vspace which has no topology preserving
complete uniformity [4]. His example, being the space of the countable ordinals with respect to the order topology, everywhere
locally has a complete uniformity. Here we show, as a corollary to
Dieudonnifs result and a result of Worrell [lO], that there exists a
normal (countably) compact first countable involutorily homogeneous uniform 7\-space locally homeomorphic with itself which has
no topology preserving complete uniformity.

1. Definitions and notation. Terminology not defined here generally
is much as in [6], space being used equivalently with topological space.
As in [6] if -< is a relation, x^(.y means that the two term sequence
(x, y) belongs to -<. If A and B are sets, A -B denotes their intersection and A +B denotes their sum or union. As in [7] if K is a collection of sets, K* denotes the sum (union) of the sets of K. In saying
that a space 5 is involutarily homogeneous it is meant that if X and Y
are distinct points of S, there exists a homeomorphism
6 of 5 onto

itself taking X into Ysuch thatd[6(P)]

=P for each point P of 5 [3].

A space S is said to be locally homeomorphic with itself provided that
if P is a point of an open set D of S, there exists a homeomorphism
of 5 onto an open subset of D containing P. For collectionwise normal
space, see [2]. Compact space is taken in the sense of [5] and not in
the sense of [o]. In the context of TVspaces, those spaces called compact herein would be called countably compact in [6]. Spaces called
compact in [6] are herein called bicompact following the usage of
Alexandroff-Urysohn.
For base of countable order, see [l], [9]. The
following definition of arc is motivated
by that of R. L. Moore
[7, p. 39]. An arc is a nondegenerate
bicompact connected 7Vspace
having no more than two noncut points. It follows that such a space
is Hausdorff and has exactly two noncut points. It can be proved
that an arc in this sense is a homeomorph of the interval [0, 1 ] of the
real numbers taken in the usual topology if and only if it has a base
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of countable order. The terminology
natural sense.
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H-wise Lindelbfian is taken in a

2. Derivation.
Theorem.
For each N>No there exists a compact normal uniform
Ti-space S locally homeomorphic with itself satisfying these conditions:
(1) 5 has a topology preserving complete uniformity nowhere locally.
(2) If X and Y are points of S, there exists a homeomorphism 6 of S
onto itself taking X into Y and leaving no point fixed such that d [6(P) ]

= P for each point P of S.
(3) S has a base of countable order.
(4) X is the least cardinal number N' such that S is H'-wise Lindelbfian.
Proof. Let T denote a set of cardinal number N>K0. Let -<r denote
a subset of V XT with respect to which V is well ordered in such a way
that it is covered by an uncountable collection S of mutually exclusive segments satisfying these conditions:
(1) If o"belongs toS, 0 = N; and if a' is a proper initial segment of <r,
thencr'<N.

(2) If -<z is the subset of SXS such that <r-<zo-'if and only if a
and a' are members of S such that the elements of a precede the elements of a', then all proper initial segments of S with respect to -<s
are countable.
Let \p denote the order topology for V. Let I" denote the set of all
elements of T at which (T, ip) is first countable. Let \p' denote the
topology for V induced by \]/. Let Ax denote the set of all elements of
T' that are limit points of V with respect to xp'.
There exists a sequence /i, f2, ■ ■ ■of reversible
transformations
satisfying these conditions:
(1) For each n, the range Rn of /„ is a family of mutually exclusive
sets W not intersecting
V well ordered with respect to a subset -Kwol
WX W and constituting
the domain of a reversible transformation
(pw having V as its range such that if x-<^y then <pw(x)^(.r4>w(y).

(2) V —A lis the domain Di of/i. If «>1 and An denotes the sum of
the sets c&ilG4i) for all sets W belonging

to Rn-i, then the domain

Dn

oifn'vaR$-i—An.
(3) If n<k, R„ does not intersect R„.
For each a in Ai+A2 + • • • , let qa denote the n such that An contains a. Let Pi,a, P2.a, ■ ■ ■denote the sequence such that
(1) if n<qa, Pn,a belongs to Dn,

(2) if n<qa, P„+i,a belongs to/„(P„,a),
(3) if n^q„, Pn,a is a.

and
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Let 5 denote the set of all sequences
these conditions:

[July

xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ satisfying

one of

(1) Each x„ belongs to Dn and each xn+i belongs tofn(xn).
(2) For some a in Ax+A2 + • • • , each xn is Pn,a-

Let -<i denote -<r- (r'xr').
RnXRn

such

that

if xn+i and

and only if it is true

are sequences

that

If w^ 1, let •Kn+i denote the subset of
yn+i belong

whenever

to Rn then

x„+i-<n+i

yn+i if

Xi, • ■ • , xn+t and yi, • • • , yn+i

such that for all j'^b

(1) x{ and y{ belong to Drf and

(2) Xi+i belongs to fi(xi) and y.+i belongs to fiiyi) then
(1) for some i = n + l, x^yi,
(2) if xi^yi, xi-<iyi, and
(3) if the least i^.n + 1 such that Xi^yi exceeds 1, Xi-<ti_Hx )V..
For each n, Dn+An

is well ordered

with respect

to -<n- Let -<s denote

the subset of SXS such that if bi, b2, • • • and C\, c2, ■ ■ ■ belong to
S, then bi, b2, ■ • ■ -<sCi,c2, ■ ■ ■ if and only if
(1) there

exists some n such that

bn^cn

and

(2) if k is the least n such that 6„5^c„, bk-<k ck.
The transitive asymmetric
relation -<s connects 5. Moreover, for
each a in Ai+A2+
■ ■ ■ , there exists a sequence M\,a, MiiCt, • • ■ of
nonrepeating sequences belonging to 5 such that
(1)

for each

(2) if u^.sPi,a,
(3) if qa>l,

n, Mn,a<sMn+i,a<sPi.a,

Pi,«,

• • •,

T°2,a, • • • there exists some n such that
the qath terms of the sequences
Mn,a

u-<sMn,a,
belong to

/«=_!(P«-_,J' and
(4) for each n, if i^qa,

d is the ith term of Mn,a and d' is the i + lth

term of Mn.«, then with respect to -<i+i, d' is the first element of/,-(<i).
If k ^ 1, by a region of type I of index k is meant a set R such that
for some d in Dk, R is the set of all sequences in 5 having d as &th term.
By a region of type 11 of index k is meant a set R such that for some a
in 4i+^42+
■ • • , R is the set of all sequences m in 5 such that
Mn,a^ls u ___ls-Pi,a, Pi.a, • • • • Let r denote the collection
of all sets

which are the sum (union) of some sets R such that for some n, either
R is a region of type I of index n or R is a region of type II of index n.
The topological space (5, t), hereafter denoted by S, is shown in [lO] to
be a compact hereditarily collectionwise normal space locally homeomorphic with itself satisfying conditions (2), (3), and (4). Additionally

the following conditions are fulfilled:
(a) If P is a point of an open set D of S, there exists a subset Tlf of
D containing P which in its relative topology is homeomorphic with
the space ft of countable ordinals with the order topology.
(b) 5 is a subspace of an arc.
From condition (b) or the complete regularity of 5 it may be seen
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that 5 is a uniform Pi-space. From condition (3) it follows that 5 is
first countable. With application,
additionally,
of the facts that 5 is
T2 and 52is compact, it may be seen that any M as in (a) is closed with
respect to .S. Closed subspaces of complete uniform spaces are complete [6]; hence if 5 is a complete uniform space, so is M in the relative topology. But M is homeomorphic
with Q and thus, by Dieudonne's cited result, has no topology preserving complete uniformity.
Thus S is not a complete uniform space. Similarly 5 is nowhere locally
a complete uniform space.
Remark. Since (1) 5 is a regular P0-space having a base of countable order and (2) 5 has a base such that the closures of the elements
of any monotonic subcollection
of B have a common part, S is an
open continuous
image of some metrically
topologically
complete
space [8]. It is interesting
to note, in this connection,
the Corollary
of [6, p. 203]. We see here, moreover, a striking example of an open
continuous mapping of a Cech complete space onto a non Cech complete normal Pi-space. For S, as constructed above, is nowhere locally

Cech complete

[lO].
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